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In this paper theoretical and experimental results regarding discrete light propagation in photonic liquid crystal fibres
(PLCFs) are presented. Particular interest is focused on tunability of the beam guidance obtained due to the variation in ei−
ther external temperature or optical power (with assumption of thermal nonlinearity taking place in liquid crystals). Highly
tunable (discrete) diffraction and thermal self−(de)focusing are studied and tested in experimental conditions. Specifically,
spatial light localization and/or delocalization due to the change in tuning parameters are demonstrated, with possibility of
discrete spatial (gap) soliton propagation in particular conditions. Results of numerical simulations (performed for the
Gaussian beams of different widths and wavelengths) have been compared to those from experimental tests performed in the
PLCFs of interest. Owning to the limit of experimental means, direct qualitative comparison was not quite accessible. Never−
theless, a qualitative agreement between theoretical and experimental data (obtained in analogous conditions) has been
achieved, suggesting a compact and widely−accessible platform for the study of tunable linear (and nonlinear) discrete light
propagation in two−dimensional systems. Proposed photonic structures are of a great potential for all−optical beam shaping
and switching.
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1. Introduction

Photonic crystal fibres (PCFs) are formed by two dimen−
sional photonic crystal structures extended homogeneously
over propagation direction [1]. A cross−section of a typical
PCF (whose first prototype has been demonstrated by the
group of P. Russell in 1996 [2]) consists of two main sec−
tions – namely, the circular core and the annular cladding.
The latter acts as a photonic lattice (designed on the same
scale as a wavelength) and is formed by the periodic matrix
(typically square or triangular) of microscopic air−holes or
micro−rods distributed in a solid material (e.g., in pure silica
[2–3], non−silica, high−index/multi−component glasses
[4–6], silver−halide crystalline materials [7] or polymers
[8–9]). The core region can be either made of solid materials
(as in conventional fibres) [1–5,7,8], or remain hollow [1,3,
6,9] (as it is also in the structure presented here). Thanks to
their unique features, when compared to conventional opti−
cal fibres, PCFs have hitherto found a wide range of poten−
tial applications in many areas of science and technology
[1], including optical communication and sensing. Hollow−
−core PCFs allow for the air−guiding (exhibiting thus low
nonlinearity and high damage threshold), as well as for liq−
uid/gas sensing in solid−cladding structures. Solid−core
PCFs (of specific design), in which enhanced nonlinear
effects can be obtained due to a strong confinement of the
guided modes, are widely used (also commercially) for the

supercontinum generation. In recent years, PCFs have
emerged also as active fibres (e.g., for fibre lasers and fibre
amplifiers).

One of the most important features of PCFs is a high flex−
ibility of their design. In fact, there are several (geometrical
and material) parameters of PCFs to be manipulated. Possi−
bility to control the refractive index contrast between the core
and the photonic crystal cladding allows for the PCFs with
specific optical parameters (e.g., dispersion, birefringence
and nonlinear properties) to be fabricated in accordance to
particular applications. Modification of the fibre geometry
(e.g., change in shape, size and arrangement of the air−holes/
micro−rods) gives additional degree of freedom when optical
properties of PCFs are engineered. Specifically, depending
on a fibre composition and its geometry (with special atten−
tion devoted to the size, shape and material(s) out of which
the core is made), light guiding in PCF can be governed by
one of two principal mechanisms. The first of them, taking
place when refractive index of the core is higher than effec−
tive index of the photonic cladding, is based on the modified
total internal reflection. The second one, a photonic bandgap
(PBG) mechanism, allows for the light (from the particular
spectral range) to be guided in the region of lower refractive
index (e.g., in the air−core). On the other hand, PCF can also
be considered as a two−dimensional photonic lattice (with pe−
riodic modulation of refractive index in two dimensions),
thus allowing (in specific cases) for a discrete light
propagation (typical for waveguide arrays/photonic lattices
as described below) [10–12].
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Propagation properties of PCFs can be dynamically
changed (including switching between different guiding
mechanisms) by introducing gaseous, liquid or solid media
into the air−channels [1,11–17]. This simple idea has been
found to be very useful while broadening the applicability
of PCFs. Specifically, the concept of using liquid crystals
(LCs), resulting thus in a new type of optical fibres, has
gained significant amount of the scientific attention. These
particular photonic structures are often referred to as pho−
tonic liquid crystal fibres (PLCFs) [12–13], liquid crys−
tal−photonic crystal fibres (LC−PCFs) [14], or liquid crys−
tal−photonic bandgap fibres [15]. LCs are anisotropic, and,
in most cases, their (averaged) refractive indices are higher
than that of silica (glass). Furthermore, the refractive indices
of LCs can also be engineered and/or dynamically adjusted
[18]. High tunability of optical properties of PLCFs [mani−
fested, e.g., by (i) tuning and/or switching of the guiding
mechanisms or (ii) changes in discrete propagation], achie−
ved by applying external factors like temperature, strain,
pressure, electric or/and magnetic fields, as well as by the
light−beam itself (e.g., when nonlinear effects in LCs are
considered), brings various potential applications to the
field of fibre optics [12–17].

Discrete light propagation, typical for photonic struc−
tures with periodically modulated (in space) refractive in−
dex, takes place when the light is confined in the weakly
guiding waveguide channels and the switching between
them occurs via the evanescing coupling. It can be modelled
as a light propagation in a multi−core directional coupler and
can be studied in both planar systems (periodic in one trans−
verse direction and translationally invariant with respect to
the propagation axis) and in two−dimensional structures
(i.e., waveguide matrices periodically modulated in two
transverse directions) offering a broad range of different
geometries [10]. It can be shown that in such photonic struc−
tures, output intensity profile strongly depends on optical
and geometrical parameters of the system (including wave−
length, beam−size, lattice arrangement and index contrast).
Discrete photonic systems (of different dimensionality)
have been practically achieved in various materials, includ−
ing (fused) silica [19–21], semiconductors [22–23], photo−
refractives [24–25], polymers [26], ferroelectrics [27], and
liquid crystals [12,28], thus giving a rise to many new phe−
nomena which are not accessible in homogeneous bulk
media. An overview of theoretical and experimental devel−
opments in the area of discrete light propagation in linear
and nonlinear photonics lattices can be found in Refs. 10
and 29, with particular attention devoted to a reach family of
discrete solitons (that in particular have no counterpart in
continuous systems), including gap solitons [29]. In spite of
fact that the first experimental observations of discrete dif−
fraction [30] and discrete solitons [22] took place in semi−
conductor waveguide arrays, further development in the
field of discrete systems has shown that the capabilities of
one−dimensional periodic structures are rather limited. This
has resulted in intensified interest in the higher−dimensional
photonic lattices whose geometry in combination with non−

linear dynamics gives rise to all−optical switching and rout−
ing (e.g., based on two−dimensional solitons) [31–32]. To
date, two−dimensional (2D) waveguide lattices have been
demonstrated in photorefractive materials [24–25], cubic
[20] and hexagonal [19] waveguide arrays written with
fs−laser pulses in fused silica, as well as in multi−core optical
fibres [33]. Most of these solutions require specialized fabri−
cation techniques, high energy densities (e.g., when nonlin−
ear processes are applied to lattice fabrication) or do not
offer dynamic tunability. Recently, the concept of discrete
light propagation in 2D periodic systems has been also
transferred to the fluid−filled microstructured fibre devices,
thus opening the gate to a new field of optics, namely the
optofluidics. In this way, completely [11–12] and selec−
tively [34–36] fluid−infiltrated PCFs have been adopted to
the needs of discrete optics. The main reason for their appli−
cation is the well−established fabrication process which
allows for structural regularity to be easily accomplished.
Moreover, relatively long propagation distance (when com−
pared to few−mm−long arrays and lattices etched in semi−
conductors [22–23] or optically−induced in photorefractives
[24–25], respectively, and few−cm−long waveguide arrays
in silica [21]) that can be achieved in PCF−based discrete
systems allows for a wide range of different (discrete) prop−
agation effects to be obtained, including spatio−temporal
nonlinear ones. Photonic crystal fibres are ideally suited to
be combined with liquid media, while their hollow sections
can be easily infiltrated with use of capillary forces or high
pressure. More complicated patterns can be obtained by
selective infiltration with use of the needle method or the
direct laser writing technique [35]. Thanks to the large vari−
ety of the host and guest structures and materials (commer−
cially available or/and customized) it is possible to obtain
PCF−based waveguide matrix with almost arbitrary cou−
pling parameters (also with tunable characteristics). More−
over, application of the liquids with particular properties
allows for observation of nonlinear effects. In particular, it
has been shown that for a standard PCF infiltrated with a high
index nonlinear liquid and by employing its thermal nonli−
nearity it is possible to obtain a beam self−defocusing at high
optical powers [11]. Moreover, spatial solitons in optofluidic
systems formed by selectively fluid−filled PCFs and relying
on the ultrafast Kerr nonlinearity of highly nonlinear liquids
have been demonstrated [36]. Enhancement of the super−
continuum generation due to the nonlinearity of the liquid
inside a microstructured fibre has been also shown [35].

In the class of the fluid−infiltrated PCF, the advantage in
application of a PLCF−based waveguide matrix stems from:
(i) the possibility of dynamical changes in the light propaga−
tion (e.g., by applied fields and factors) − thus allowing for
adjusting diffraction and dispersion properties and resulting
in optical devices with tunable characteristics, and (ii)
enhanced nonlinear properties. Specifically, introduction of
nonlinear effects (related to the reorientational and thermal
nonlinearities of LCs) may result in dramatic changes in
propagation characteristics (e.g., when discrete solitons are
observed).
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2. Definition of PLCF structure

The PCF chosen for our studies has been manufactured at
the Maria Curie−Sklodowska University in Lublin, Poland.
An optical microscope image of the cross section of the
fibre is shown in Fig. 1(a). The cladding region of PCF of
interest consists of six rings of the air−holes of the diameter
d = 4.4 μm arranged around the hollow−core (of the same
size) in a triangular pattern with a period of 5.9 μm. Regu−
larity of a periodic structure (i.e., the lack of defects in the
photonic lattice) is opposite to typical PCFs (with solid core,
not representing fully periodic structures). However, even if
it has been demonstrated that for the large enough solid−core
microstructured fibres they can be considered as a periodic
matrix without structural defects [11], we have decided to
use a hollow−core fibre in order to study discrete phenom−
ena in analogous conditions as it has been performed in uni−
form two−dimensional waveguide arrays [19,24]. Specifi−
cally, in our case, by use of capillary forces and/or high
pressure, the air holes of PCF have been infiltrated with LCs
whose refractive indices are higher than that of silica for
whole range of temperatures and wavelengths used in expe−
rimental conditions. This results in the creation of matrix of
high index waveguides, which in principle can be applied
for the study of discrete (and nonlinear) light propagation in
two−dimensional (2D) periodic systems.

In this work a typical nematic liquid crystal 6CHBT (also
known as 6CPS), as well as the nematic liquid crystal mixture
E7 have been selected to be the LCs for infiltration. Their
main optical parameters can be found in Refs. 18 and 37–38
and the chromatic dispersion is presented in Fig. 1(b). It is
important to note that for LCs – their refractive indices, opti−
cal anisotropy and molecular orientation (here within the
air−channels of PCF) are the important factors [all of them de−
pendent on temperature; see, e.g., Fig. 3(a)] to be taken into
account when discrete light propagation in PLCFs is
considered.

After introducing the liquid crystal into the air−channels
of the host PCF, several molecular arrangements can be
obtained (e.g., when proper orientation treatment is perfor−
med [40] or/and under external fields and factors [18]) – see
inset on the right−hand side of Fig. 1(b) for details. Such
arrangement determines the value of refractive index to be
considered (for particular polarization). Specifically, if mole−
cular orientation is not predictable – it is often assumed to be
random and the average refractive index � of LC may be con−
sidered (e.g., for calculations). Moreover, it has to be under−
lined that owing to their quasi−crystalline and non−uniform
nature, LCs introduce further challenge in experimental ob−
servation of discrete diffraction in PLCFs. Specifically, even
the small changes in homogeneity of infiltration (e.g., when
air−channels are not fully infiltrated or different orientation of
liquid crystalline molecules within succeeding air−channels
occurs) results in heterogeneous array formed by waveguides
with different optical parameters, what, in turn, may lead to
deterioration of the coupling mechanism.

3. Numerical analyses

Numerical algorithms applied in this work are based on the
fundamental paraxial propagation equation for the (com−
plex) electric field amplitude E with assumption of the
Kerr−type nonlinearity
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where: � is the propagation constant, Z is the impedance of
the free space, nL = nL(x,y) are the linear refractive index,
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical microscope image of the host PCF, where d is the diameter of the air−holes and � is the period of the photonic lattice.
(b) Refractive indices of the 6CHBT (hollow dots) [37] and E7 (solid dots) [38] nematic LC at 20°C as a function of wavelength, where no is
the ordinary and ne is the extraordinary refractive index (in nematic phase). Average refractive index (dashed lines), defined as � = (2no+
ne)/3, is taken when random orientation of LCs within PCF structure is considered. Refractive index of silica (nsilica) at the same temperature

of 20°C [39] (solid black line) is also shown for comparison.



I is the light intensity, � is the nonlinear and n2 is the Kerr
coefficient, respectively. Please note that it has been assu−
med that the nonlinear coefficient � for silica glass is equal
to zero at any optical power, taking the same (zero) value for
LC in the linear case (i.e., for low−power excitation).

The scalar problem described by Eqs. (1)–(2) has been
additionally simplified by assumption of the homogenous
distribution of refractive index of liquid crystalline material
within each air−channel (taken in linear case as no(eff), ne

or �). Moreover, values of refractive index have been as−
sumed to be the same for all LC rods in the structure in the
linear case. It means that the analysed structure may be con−
sidered as uniform lattice of identical, evanescently
coupled, waveguide channels.

Finite difference (FD) beam propagation method (BPM)
based on the Crank−Nicholson scheme (with ADI), with a squ−
are mesh grid (specifically x = y = 0.1 μm), has been ap−
plied in the numerical calculations. Calculation window has
been set to 106 μm × 106 μm in order to enclose whole pho−
tonic structure in calculations. Please note that only central
part of the calculation window (limited to the area of 60 × 60
μm2) is shown in Figs. 2–5, representing results of the numer−
ical simulations obtained for different input parameters.

3.1. Linear case

While in the considered case the refractive indices of LCs
are higher than that of the silica [see Figure 1(b)], the dis−
crete light propagation is obtained basing in principle on the
index−guiding mechanism (when light propagates in the LC
cores). PLCF acts then as a matrix of parallel channel wave−
guides and the light propagation can be described in analogy
to light guidance in a multi−core directional coupler. It
means that discrete intensity pattern (characteristic for dis−
crete diffraction) can be obtained in the cross−section of
PLCF as an effect of the light tunnelling (coupling) between
adjacent waveguides.

The coupling strength (or if one prefers the coupling dis−
tance/length, defined as the propagation distance at which
whole energy passes from one waveguide channel to the
adjacent one) depends on geometrical and optical parame−
ters of the system – including the periodicity of the PCF
structure (not analysed here) and the light beam parameters
(including wavelength and input spot size). For the fixed
geometry of PCF (i.e., for the specific size and spatial loca−
tion of the air−holes), the coupling strength between neigh−
bouring waveguide channels can be relatively easily con−
trolled by varying the index contrast between silica and liq−
uid crystalline material used as an infiltration. It means that
a linear light propagation can be dynamically tuned ther−
mally (see Sect. 3.2) or by external (e.g., electric or mag−
netic) fields. The latter can be specifically used to force mol−
ecules to be aligned along specific direction (parallel or per−
pendicular to the direction of the external field depending
on anisotropy) thus allowing in principle, in extreme case,
to change the effective refractive index of LC from the
ordinary to the extraordinary one (or vice−versa).

Figure 2 shows the light propagation in the linear regime
[i.e., for low input optical power, when � � 0 in Eq. (2)] for
a light beam with the initial width of 5 μm launched into the
central waveguide channel of the structure. Specifically, the
beam transverse profiles in the x–y plane (top row), as well
as cross−sections for y = const (centre of the structure) are
shown in order to demonstrate how the discrete diffraction
changes with wavelength and index contrast �n (defined
here as a difference between refractive index of LC and sil−
ica for the specific wavelength). As one can see, due to the
discrete diffraction, the light is coupling into increasing
number of waveguide channels as it propagates, broadening
its spatial profile. Efficiency of the coupling between liquid
crystalline waveguide channels strongly depends on the wa−
velength and the index contrast. In principle, for the defined
PLCF structure, the shorter the wavelength the longer the
coupling distance. In addition, by increasing the index con−
trast it is also possible to reduce the light transfer between
waveguide channels and to narrow the angular divergence
of the beam. In particular, as shown in Figs. 2(a)3, 2(b)3,
2(c)3, when the extraordinary refractive index of 6CHBT
LC is considered, the 5−μm Gaussian beam launched to the
centre of PLCF remains confined within the first ring of the
waveguide channels on the whole way of its propagation
(here up to 2 cm). Moreover, in this case the index contrast
is so high that the higher−order modes are induced in the liq−
uid crystalline waveguide channels. On the other hand, at
the longer wavelengths [and for relatively low index con−
trast, see, e.g., Fig. 2(c)1] the coupling length is decreasing,
and thus as a strongly diffracting beam reaches the bound−
aries of the hollow cladding and due to the limited area of
periodic structure the light is passing into and out from the
central waveguide channel [i.e., the light beam is alternately
broading and narrowing in space, see, e.g.. Fig. 2(c)1]. In
this case it can also be observed that the symmetry is broken
due to the boundary effects. In the end it is also worth to
note that the magnitude of discrete diffraction depends of
the initial width of the Gaussian beam. Numerical results
showing the influence of the beam size on discrete diffrac−
tion are presented in the first column in Fig. 5. Specifically,
more waveguide channels illuminated at the input facet of
the fibre, less visible are the features characteristic for
discrete light propagation.

3.2. Temperature dependence

In principle, linear (and nonlinear) discrete light propaga−
tion in PLCFs can be tuned thermally, while change in tem−
perature influences both the refractive indices of LCs, as
well as the order parameter [see Fig. 3(a)] [18,37,38,41–42].

In the first stage of our numerical analyses we have
assumed that only refractive indices of E7 LC change with
temperature [(as given by the characteristics shown in
Fig. 3(a)] with the macroscopic order parameter Q remain−
ing constant (and equal to unity). In this case, as one can see
in Fig. 3(b), the difference in the sequences of the output
beam profiles (after 1 cm of propagation) obtained for dif−
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ferent temperatures (and for ordinary or average refractive
index, respectively) are insignificant due to the similar
index contrasts (between liquid crystalline material and sil−
ica) for all cases in one sequence. Significant changes in the
beam propagation could be expected if the temperature rises
to the value corresponding to the nematic – isotropic phase
transition (which is equal to 58°C for E7) – as it is accompa−
nied by the rapid changes both in the refractive indices and
the order parameter. In the second stage of numerical analy−
ses the macroscopic order parameter Q (changing with tem−
perature in real conditions) has been taken as a variable. In
order to mimic the deviation from the ideal planar align−
ment, refractive index of LC (for any direction of linear
polarization) taken for simulations has been calculated with
use of the formula: no,eff = � + 2Qn/3, where � is an aver−
age refractive index and n is the birefringence correspond−
ing to the complete alignment [41]. The values of the latter
two were taken as ones for the wavelength of 1064 nm at
20°C [(see Fig. 1(b)], while their temperature dependence
has been omitted for the simplicity. As one can see, when
change in the order parameter (dependent on temperature)
in the whole possible range is considered, significant
changes in propagation properties of PLCF are obtained
[(see Fig. 3(c)].

To conclude on the thermal dependence of discrete dif−
fraction in PLCFs it can be stated that both described sce−

narios (analysed in the first and the second stage of numeri−
cal simulations) are (nontrivially) superimposed in real (i.e.,
experimental) conditions where change in temperature leads
to the change in refractive index and order parameter simul−
taneously.

3.3. Nonlinear case
Apart from thermally or electrically/magnetically induced
modifications, it is possible to obtain optically induced
changes in refractive indices of LCs thanks to the optical
nonlinearity [18]. In a case of LCs both positive (n2 > 0) and
negative (n2 < 0) Kerr−type nonlinearity [with refractive in−
dex changing linearly with the light intensity, see Eq. (2)]
occurs due to the molecular reorientation and thermal ef−
fects, respectively [18]. In this paper we have decided to
limit our studies to the case of the negative Kerr−type non−
linearity, what corresponds to the thermal nonlinearity in
LCs, as suggested by preliminary experimental obser−
vations.

Going from the linear to the nonlinear regime (i.e., when
the power of propagating beam increases), the refractive
index of the liquid crystalline waveguide channels can be
modified by the nonlinearity. It means that the optical param−
eters of the PLCF structure and its guiding characteristics can
be affected by the propagating beam itself. As the result the
discrete diffraction can be effectively counteracted by the
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Fig. 2. Numerical results showing the discrete diffraction of the low−power Gaussian beam with an initial width of 5 μm launched into the
central waveguide channel for three different wavelengths. Please note that the colour−inverted scale has been applied for the intensity pro−
files (i.e., darker colours correspond to a higher light intensity). In addition, the normalized intensity beam transverse profiles (for central
horizontal line; marked in dashed) at the same propagation distances (i.e., for 1 and 2 cm) are also shown. Black arrows and crosses used in
graphs indicate if the beam is extending or not in space on the way of its propagation. Refractive indices of 6CHBT LC and index contrast �n

taken for calculations are specified in each panel. Refractive indices of silica are given in Fig. 1(b).



power−induced detuning (related to the change in the propa−
gation constants) of the adjacent waveguide channel(s). Fi−
gures 4–5 show exemplary results (of numerical simulations)
how the coupling between waveguide channels changes with
optical power (for different initial beam widths). In the case
of defocusing Kerr−type nonlinearity considered, when the
light power increases, the decrease in the index contrast bet−
ween liquid crystalline waveguide channels and silica results
in the shorter coupling distance and, thus, in the wider broad−
ening of the beam in space (see, e.g., P1 in Fig. 4). Similar
transition from beam trapping to defocusing in a two−dimen−
sional (2D) periodic structure (in form of a PCF infiltrated
with high−index liquid) obtained by varying the modulation
depth of the lattice has been demonstrated experimentally in
Ref. 43. This spatial light delocalization is then followed by
the spatial light localization (specifically manifested by the
output intensity pattern represented by a central dominating
peak formed by the light intensity focused in the single LC
channel) which occurs when the power constantly increases.
It is caused by the propagation constant of the central liquid
crystalline waveguide channel differing much from the oth−
ers. The light localization observed may eventually lead (if
the power is high enough) to a discrete soliton (also referred
to as a nonlinear defect mode) – predicted here for |n2P|
> 2.35 × 10–3 μm2 (see P3 in Fig. 4) for w0 = 5 μm. It is in
analogy to the formation of nonlocal gap solitons presented
in Ref. 44.

As it can be inferred from Fig. 5, the narrower is the
beam at the output, the lower optical power is required for
the delocalization and localization processes described
above. It also means that lower power is needed for the dis−
crete (gap) soliton generation.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Experimental setup
The experimental setup for observation and characterization of
discrete light propagation in PLCFs is shown in Fig. 6. Two
different light sources have been applied (independently). The
linearly polarized light beam from a Nd:YAG continu−
ous−wave laser (� = 1064 nm) or a mode−locked Ti:Spphire la−
ser (� = 793 nm) has been coupled into the PLCF by means of
the long−working distance (LWD) microscope objective (with
a magnification of 10, 20 or 50x). The width of the input beam
was in the range of single micro−meters (depending on the ob−
jective applied) – matching thus more or less the size of the in−
dividual waveguide channel. The input facet of the fibre has
been monitored with use of CCD camera (CCD2) thanks to the
beam−splitter and the coupling objective. The output facet of
PLCF has been imaged by the second LWD microscope objec−
tive and, then, the image has been registered by a CCD camera
(CCD1). Neutral density filters have been used to change
brightness and contrast of the registered photos. Half−wave
plate in combination with polarizer (for a specific wavelength)
has been applied to control the input optical power and the
state of polarization.

The PLCF sample has been mounted on a three−axis
translation and a two−angular rotation stage which allow for
the precise alignment in the transverse, vertical and longitu−
dinal direction. Moreover, PLCF under tests has been pla−
ced on a Peltier module (PM), allowing for a precise cool−
ing/heating of the sample. Temperature changes have been
monitored with resolution of 0.05�C and accuracy of 0.1�C
with use of a Testo 735 precise thermometer.
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Fig. 3. (a) Refractive indices and order parameter of E7 nematic liquid crystal as a function of temperature. Results of numerical simulations
(showing the beam profile after 1 cm of propagation) performed for the Gaussian beam of the initial width of 2 μm at the wavelength of

1064 nm for different temperatures (b) and for different values of the order parameter (c).



The experiments (whose results are discussed in the next
Section) have been performed in PLCFs of the length vary−
ing from 1 to 2 cm. It is worth to note that for a purpose of
the PLCF samples infiltrated with 6CHBT LC and tested in
experimental conditions, special procedure based on the
photo−alignment (with use of SE−130 polymer) [40] allows
introducing particular anchoring conditions on the capillar−
ies walls – thus forcing specific – i.e., planar – orientation of
LC molecules inside the air−channels. In this case an ordi−
nary refractive index of LC can be considered for any direc−
tion on linear polarization of the input laser beam. More−
over, it is important to underline that defined orientation of
molecules (obtained in the orientation process) noticeably
reduced the propagation losses – the latter typically obser−
ved experimentally in PLCFs and resulting from a light
scattering in disoriented nematic phase.

4.2. Experimental results and discussion

Experimental measurements have been performed (with use
of experimental setup described above) in order to confirm
numerical predictions presented in Sect. 3. It is worth to
remind that two distinct LCs have been used as infiltration,

namely 6CHBT and E7. The first of them has been oriented
within PCF with use of the photo−alignment technique (as
described in the previous Section) and tested with use of the
Ti:Sapphire laser. This is unlike E7 LC which has been used
to fill the PCF (with no control on molecular orientation) to
be examined at the wavelength of 1064 nm. Photos in Fig. 7
present the registered output intensity distribution at the out−
put facet of the 1−cm− or 2−cm−long PLCF for different
wavelengths and input beam sizes. Measurements, whose
results are presented in Figs. 7(a)–7(e), have been perfor−
med at the constant (room) temperature and for varying
optical power, while temperature dependence of the discrete
light propagation (for the constant power of 1mW) is pre−
sented in Fig. 7(f). As one can see, in principle, for a low−
−power excitation light beam coupled into the single wave−
guide channel is switching into the surrounding liquid crys−
talline rods as it propagates. Beam broadening in the form of
discrete diffraction is observed – with the coupling length
depending on the index contrast, wavelength and the initial
beam width. For small input spot size and short wavelength
(corresponding to the long coupling distance) the beam is
confined in the central part of the array despite of the level
of the optical power [see top rows in Fig. 5 and Figs. 7(a) –
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Fig. 4. Numerical results (for Gaussian beams of different initial width) showing how discrete light propagation changes with optical power.
Negative (defocusing) Kerr−type nonlinearity has been assumed and in present notation n2P1 = –7.85 × 10–4 μm2. Black signs (arrows and
crosses) show how the beam width changes on the way of propagation (for the fixed value of power), while the gray ones indicate (for the spe−
cific power and fixed propagation distance) how the beam width varies with power (sign on the left−hand side) and how it changes with re−

spect to the linear case (sign on the right−hand side).



7(b)]. Moreover, obtained results confirm an influence of
thermal nonlinearity on the PLCFs under tests. As described
before, by exploiting thermal nonlinearity of LCs it is possi−
ble to decrease the index contrast (by reducing the refractive
index of the liquid crystalline material) when optical power

increases. It may lead in turn in shortening of the coupling
distance and, then, in decoupling of the central LC rod from
the rest of the array. Specifically, for w0 = 5 μm and for both
analysed wavelengths of 793 nm and 1064 nm (see Figs.
7(c) and 7(e), respectively), firstly a slight spatial light de−
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Fig. 5. Numerical results obtained for the Gaussian beams with different initial widths representing how discrete light propagation changes
with optical power (for defocusing Kerr−type nonlinearity). Signs indicating how the beam width is changing with the propagation distance

and the optical power are analogous to those used in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup: one of two different light sources – (a) Ti:Sapphire or (b) Nd:YAG laser has been used independently according
to requirements, �/2 – half−wave plate, P – polarizer, BS – beam−splitter, OBJ – long−working distance microscope objective, PLCF
– photonic liquid crystal fibre sample (of the length varying in the range from 1 to 2 cm), PM – Peltier module, F – neutral density filters,

L – lens, CCD1/2 – CDD cameras.



localization is observed, followed by the light localization
(when the light beam is trapped in the single LC channel)
when the optical power increases. It is important to note that
no light polarization dependence of the above process has
been observed in experimental conditions. In addition, as it
can be deduced from Fig. 7(f), considerable change in the
intensity pattern at the output facet of PLCF can be
observed when the system is cooled (here the experimental
results have been obtained for the constant optical power of
1mW). As one can see, when the temperature decreases, the
coupling between adjacent liquid crystalline rods firstly in−
creases and then decreases back (leading thus to the strong
light localization). Above behaviour can be attributed to: (i)
increasing order parameter/decreasing refractive index and,
thus, the decrease of the index contrast when only linear
processes are considered or (ii) thermal change in the con−
ditions required for the delocalization and localization pro−
cesses taken into account in the case of nonlinear pro−
pagation.

When summarizing results of our experimental mea−
surements it is worth to underline that direct quantitative
comparison between experimental and theoretical data is
not accessible, mainly due to the fact that a structural regu−
larity (assumed in simulations and hardly achieved in exper−
imental conditions) is required for predictable and repeat−
able results. Our tests suggest that the homogeneous array
with constant coupling coefficients was not formed in expe−
rimental conditions; nevertheless the coupling strength has
not varied much while switching between different input
waveguide channels in the array. Moreover, we have no−
ticed that for some PLCFs under tests defocusing and focu−
sing behaviour was obtained only for the specific input posi−
tion in the photonic lattice and it could indicate its non−
uniformity. In this kind of disordered arrays (with local non−
linear response) light propagation may lead (for the same
power and the beam width) to both the beam localization

(even in the linear regime) and the defocusing behaviour,
depending on the input position [45–46]. However, we be−
lieve that in general our PLCF structure it suitable for the
light self−localization in the form of discrete soliton anyway.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we show theoretical and experimental work on
the linear and nonlinear discrete light propagation in a two−
−dimensional (2D) waveguide array based on a PLCF struc−
ture. Experimental observations how the intensity pattern at
the output facet of PLCF changes with temperature and
optical power (for the input Gaussian beams of different
widths and wavelengths) are in the qualitative agreement
with the results of the numerical simulations. Specifically,
taking the advantage of both (i) thermal tuning and (ii) influ−
ence of the thermal nonlinearity in NLCs, spatial light de−
localization and localization [with particular result in form
of discrete (gap) soliton] have been demonstrated. Such fea−
ture allows inter alia for all−optical switching and routing to
be potentially developed in PLCFs.

It is worth to note that functionality of our photonic
structure relies on the discreteness of the system, as well as
on high tunability and nonlinearity of LCs used as an infil−
tration. Universal access and commercial availability of
PCFs (with almost unlimited configuration) and LCs (with
given optical parameters), as well as well−established fabri−
cation process make PLCF an ideal candidate for the study
of discrete light propagation (including variety of nonlinear
effects and other phenomena known from discrete optics)
with possibility of further applications. The results pre−
sented in this paper could be found to be very useful for
applications which rely on a defined (but also tunable) cou−
pling between (relatively easily reconfigurable and versa−
tile) adjacent waveguides, as well as for investigation of
nonlinear effects (such as discrete solitons). Proposed solu−
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Fig. 7. Experimental results [showing the output intensity profiles at the output facet of 1−cm−long (d, f) and 2−cm−long (a–c, e) fibre infil−
trated with 6CHBT (a–d) and E7 (e–f)] obtained for the wavelength of 793 nm (a–d) and 1064 nm (e–f) and representing optical power (a–e)
and temperature (f) dependence of a discrete light propagation in PLCF structures for different input beam widths (as marked in each panel),
respectively. Please note that the intensity of the images registered in experimental conditions has been controlled with use of the neutral den−

sity filters (F) and, thus, colour−levels in the grayscales used in each photo−sequence do not correspond to the same value of light intensity.



tion allows tailoring the spatial coupling of a waveguide
matrix, as well as the optical nonlinearity in a two−dimen−
sional (2D) discrete system.
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